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RESPONSE 

 

Feedback Form 

The Association has not used EWR’s feedback form to respond because it is not best suited 

to what we wish to say. However, account has been taken of the questions EWR asks in the 

form. 

 

East West Rail: means to an unspecific end 

The Association would prefer to have been consulted first on the Government’s proposed 

Oxford to Cambridge Arc - on its growth purpose and the locations proposed for that 

growth. This would have allowed us to test the case for the Arc which we regard as 

questionable and in potential conflict with the Government’s “levelling up” commitment. 

Had we been given this opportunity, there might have been more understanding of and 

possibly more buy-in to a means to that end which East West Rail (EWR) represents. If the 

case for the Arc had been found wanting, so would the case for EWR. As this is not in EWR 

Co’s gift and the promised “options” for an Arc “Spatial Framework” will not be issued for 

consultation until this time next year, the Association addresses the present consultation as 

invited, while asking that this message is passed on to the Government and recently 

announced Arc “Growth Body”. We wish there to be public consultation on the mooted Arc 

before a final decision is made on EWR’s central section. [Ministry of Housing, Communities 

& Local Government, Press release and Policy Paper, February 2021] 

 

EWR’s purpose is Growth  

That this situation engenders unease and a degree of wariness on our part should not be 

surprising given statements made in the consultation documents on the objectives set for 

EWR by the Government. For example: 

“2.2.3… the National Infrastructure Commission concluded that “it (EWR) will 

enhance connectivity across the Arc, expanding the labour markets of key towns and 

cities” and “can play a key role in tackling the Arc’s housing crisis, unlocking major 

new development locations and enabling transformational growth around existing 

towns and cities.” (our emphasis)  

“2.2.11… the Government has made public its commitment to the Arc … designated 

(it) as a key economic priority … has confirmed its support for the NIC’s vision for up 

to a million additional homes and the additional infrastructure required (including 

EWR) …”  
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[EWR Consultation Technical Report, page 26 – extracts taken by EWR from NIC, 

Partnering for Prosperity: A new deal for the Cambridge – Milton Keynes – Oxford 

Arc. 2017; and page 28] 

“2.3.8 A key strategic objective of EWR is to enable economic growth and housing 

growth across the OxCam Arc. 

2.3.9 … Our analysis indicates the additional wider economic benefits could be 

greater by serving the south of Cambridge than the north. This is mainly because of 

its ability to connect more people with areas of job growth – enhancing connectivity 

between the growing Life Sciences cluster centred around the Biomedical Campus … 

and Cambourne, the ECML station on EWR, Bedford and beyond which all have 

potential for significant housing growth in the future.  

2.3.10 … evidence from the Greater Cambridge Local Plan suggests that potential 

housing and employment growth is possible in multiple areas including the city’s … 

southern fringes among other areas … Cambridge South lies at the heart of this 

cluster and East West Rail’s role in supporting the cluster’s future growth was 

recognized by central Government in its Life Sciences Sector Deal in 2018.” (our 

emphasis)  

[Appendix F to EWR’s Consultation Technical Report, page 55] 

For Trumpington as a key part of the Southern Fringe and neighbour to the Cambridge 

Biomedical Campus, these are alarming statements.  

The Association’s firm position is that while we support effective delivery of currently 

permitted development in Cambridge’s Southern Fringe and the Biomedical Campus, we 

strongly oppose further growth which would cause irreparable harm to the Green Belt that 

separates Cambridge from its “necklace of villages” and, according to the current Greater 

Cambridge Local Plan, is vital to Cambridge’s “special character”. Priority should be given 

not to development in the Green Belt but to making good the substantial deficit in the 

infrastructure necessary to support the growth that is already committed - through better 

local public transport, reduction of polluting traffic congestion and securing the 

environmental benefits offered as a key part of currently committed growth - including the 

“Green Corridor” located Hobson’s Park with its wildlife reserve lying alongside the West 

Anglia Mainline, already at risk due to the development of Cambridge South Station.   

We ask EWR to take full account of the Association’s position in carrying out your remit 

from Government. 

The last extract from Appendix F of the Consultation Technical Report quoted above 

(paragraph 2.3.10), states that evidence from the Greater Cambridge Local Plan suggests 

that “… potential housing and employment growth is possible in multiple areas including the 

city’s southern fringes among other areas…”. This is misleading. Responses to the “Call for 

Sites” have no status other than being bids for development. The Association has objected 
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strongly to eighteen of these bids and will oppose any attempt to take them out of the 

Green Belt and designate them for development in the Local Plan. It is premature for East 

West Rail Co to draw the conclusion that it has, and it would be wise to place no reliance on 

it.   

Not knowing specifically where economic and housing growth is intended makes 

assessment of EWR’s implications for Trumpington difficult enough. But this is made more 

complex by three further strategic uncertainties concerning the case for EWR, freight and 

EWR’s eastern section. These are addressed next together with environmental issues before 

turning to the specific proposals as they affect our area and near neighbours. 

 

Has the case for EWR’s central section been made? 

It is striking that the case for EWR is made in terms of the growth it might release rather 

than the need or demand it could meet. We have not been able to find EWR’s projections of 

the likely passenger and freight demand for its central section either pre- or post-Covid-19. 

If correct, this is a startling gap. EWR notes that: 

 “In the short-term, the Covid-19 outbreak has significantly cut demand for rail travel 

… most of the sections of EWR being consulted on would not enter service until the 

end of the decade” and “The long-term impact on rail demand (amongst other 

uncertainties such as technological change) is uncertain and it is possible that people 

will permanently change their travel patterns”. This is seen as “a downside risk to the 

business case”. But “As the purpose of EWR is to enhance connectivity across the Arc 

rather than to provide additional capacity on an existing service, it is expected that 

the impact would be relatively small.” [Consultation Technical Report, paragraph 

2.2.4, page 26] 

This is far from convincing. EWR’s position could be read as supply in search of uncertain 

demand rather than supply meeting clear demand. It is not adequate to regard the effects 

of Covid as “a downside risk” to the business case when there is more than superficial 

evidence that work patterns may have reduced prospective travel demand permanently. For 

example, “… BBC research suggests that 43 of the UK’s biggest employers won’t bring 

workers back to the office full-time” and Government road and rail building plans are under 

review [Roger Harrabin, BBC environment analyst, Road and rail building plans under review 

after Covid, 06.05.2021 – https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-57010913]  

We are not convinced that EWR’s response to the altered situation post Covid is adequate. 

The National Infrastructure Commission whose advice led to EWR, has just issued advice to 

the Government on forward planning post Covid which should be considered carefully by 

EWR in assessing next steps. Amongst other things, the report notes: 
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“Following the announcement of the initial lockdown in March 2020, public 

transport use in the United Kingdom fell by 80 to 95 per cent for different modes 

and, as of April 2021, is still only seeing between 30 and 50 per cent of normal use. 

… there is uncertainty about the extent to which these changes will revert or endure 

… one third of office workers in the UK returned to their normal place of work when 

restrictions were temporarily lifted in Summer 2020 and across the rest of Europe, 

two thirds … returned.” [page 4] 

“In March 2021, one year after the introduction of social distancing measures, 30 per 

cent of employees were working from home exclusively and 12 per cent 

occasionally.” [page 8] 

“… almost one third of UK workers intend to work from home more often after the 

end of the pandemic than they did before.” [page 9] 

“… the difference in annual average public transport trips between the scenarios 

with the highest and lowest levels of behaviour change could be as high as 25 per 

cent over the next thirty years.” (five detailed scenarios were the subject of detailed 

quantitative analysis) [page 6] 

“This analysis (of historic shocks) suggests that permanent behaviour change is less 

likely to emerge than might be expected.” [page 16] 

“… the potential impacts of behaviour change on infrastructure demand are likely to 

be less significant than changes from other trends over the past thirty years, such as 

the number of passenger journeys by rail doubling.” [page 28] 

In the situation where EWR’s plans appear not to have been informed adequately by 

assessments of likely passenger and freight need/demand pre Covid and the National 

Infrastructure Commission has issued authoritative post-Covid advice, it seems to us 

imperative that EWR Co should fundamentally reassess its plans for EWR’s central section 

with the benefit of thorough post Covid need/demand projections before proceeding. The 

Association strongly supports public transport and its role in meeting travel need and 

achieving essential modal shift from the private car. But we are far from convinced that 

large scale investment in EWR is the best way to achieve this as against a lower level of 

investment in sub-regional solutions.  

At the same time as reduced demand for public transport post-Covid, the local transport 

infrastructure is already being strengthened considerably through the Greater Cambridge 

Partnership’s programme. It could deliver better transport and environmental value for 

money to build on this to meet the needs of the Life Sciences cluster in the south of 

Cambridge rather than through EWR’s costly central section with all the environmental 

harm its southern approach to Cambridge would entail. There is no evidence to suggest that 

serious attention has been given to this alternative. In the changed situation post Covid, we 

recommend that the alternative of developing the Greater Cambridge Partnership’s 
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transport programme is fully explored as a realistic option and the results of the assessment 

presented to the public for consideration well before the statutory consultation is initiated.   

 

Freight 

A large increase in freight traffic would have an adverse effect on the vital Green Corridor 

into Cambridge including Hobson’s Park and the adjacent Clay Farm housing developments 

which are already threatened by pressures from the new Cambridge South Station. The 

considerable concern this causes the Association’s members, is now emphasized by 

information given in the consultation documents. The National Infrastructure Commission 

(NIC) clearly had freight as well as passengers in mind when making its recommendations - 

for example: 

“National investment in the EWR project … present(s) a once in a generation 

opportunity … (EWR would) “Deliver a step-change in national connectivity … (to) 

create an alternative strategic connection between East Anglia, southern and central 

England, as well as South Wales – each providing opportunity for passenger and 

freight movement at a national scale.” [Extract from NIC “Partnering for 

Prosperity”, page 40, quoted in Consultation Technical Report, paragraph 2.2.8, page 

27] 

The information given by EWR seems more uncertain and open to interpretation – for 

example: 

“3.10.1 EWR is being designed to maintain current capacity for freight trains on the 

existing railway and the design is considering the potential for future growth in 

demand for rail freight both as a result of, and independent of EWR.” (our emphasis) 

[Consultation Technical Report, page 36]  

The current “freight paths” (opportunities for freight trains to run if the demand is there) 

between Hauxton and Cambridge is 9 paths per day and 0.5 per hour in an 18-hour 

operating day (sum of both directions). Taking EWR’s statement at face value, this could 

increase within “current capacity” to 49 paths per day and 2.7 per hour, which is the 

current level of paths between Oxford North and Gavray at the other end of EWR. EWR is 

also reported to have said in a consultation webinar on 16 April 2021 that there are in fact 

44 freight paths per day through Cambridge, most of which are unused. This would indeed 

be a “step-change” on current West Anglia Main Line operating levels. And it could well 

happen if EWR’s “design” concludes that there is “potential for future growth”, given 

Network Rail’s assessment that “… there may be demand by 2043/2044 for around 24 

freight trains per day in each direction …” (our emphasis). And yet more again if and when 

EWR’s Eastern Section to Ipswich and Norwich is funded by the Government. [Consultation 

Technical Report, Figure 3.2, “Freight Paths”, & paragraph 3.10.7, pages 38 & 39]  
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It is of great concern that this major imponderable exists at this important consultation 

point. All we are told about the future for freight is that:  

“3.10.8 Further detail will be provided on the freight strategy, and the approach to 

avoiding or reducing potential impacts from freight trains which may run on EWR, at 

the Statutory Consultation.” [Consultation Technical Report, page 39] 

Therefore, we are obliged to assume a worst-case scenario whereby freight paths and the 

demand to match them will exceed 49 per day and 2.7 per 18-hour day, with trains 

“required to carry full size shipping containers on standard height railway wagons, and with 

a length of up to 775 metres…” running through Hobson’s Park to Cambridge Station and 

beyond. And with the future possibility of “passing loops” off the main line should 

passenger train operation be impeded by a growing number of slow-moving freight trains. 

This is an alarming prospect. [Consultation Technical Report, paragraph 3.10.6, page 37] 

We ask that this major uncertainty is removed at an early date with clear estimates of 

likely “freight paths” per day and hour. We also ask that the apparent assumption of an 18-

hour freight operating day is re-assessed given its unsuitability for residential and currently 

tranquil rural neighbourhoods and for the Green Corridor’s habitat and biodiversity. Other 

means of mitigation such as speed limits should also be considered and brought forward at 

an early date. It is not satisfactory that measures to “… avoid or reduce impacts from 

freight, will be shared during the next consultation.” [Consultation Document, The Approach 

to Cambridge, page 41] They should have been available as part of this consultation. It 

would also be unacceptable for an increase in freight traffic above the present level to be 

permitted if drawn by diesel engines. 

 

EWR’s Eastern Section 

“Although they are sometimes referred to as being part of EWR, proposals to 

improve the railway between Cambridge, Ipswich and Norwich, to enable EWR 

services to continue eastwards and to improve capacity for freight, are not part of 

the Project and are not in the remit of EWR Co.” [Consultation Technical Report, 

paragraph 1.2.7, page 17] 

This is clear but not helpful to residents’ ability to assess the implications of EWR for 

Trumpington.  All we know is that an outline business case for an eastern section is being 

developed by an East West Rail Consortium of local authorities which proposes to submit it 

to Government to secure funding for the development of a full business case. [Railnews, 6th 

August 2020] And that Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Combined Authority, 

Cambridgeshire County Council and South Cambridgeshire District Council are Consortium 

members. [https://www.eastwestrail.org.uk/theconsortium/] The Government’s intentions 

are not known. 
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This is not a mere loose end as the potential for growth in passenger and freight traffic if an 

eastern section were to be funded by government, is considerable given the estimates in 

the Consortium’s Prospectus: 

“The Consortium’s Eastern Section Prospectus shows that a direct rail link between 
Ipswich, Norwich and Oxford would unlock £17.5bn for the region’s economy. 
The link would boost economic output and create 120,000 jobs across East Anglia, 
connecting high value economies in key growth locations in Suffolk and Norfolk with 
those in places such as Cambridge, Milton Keynes, Aylesbury and Oxford. 
The Eastern Section Rail Prospectus calls for improved journey times and service 
frequencies from Ipswich and Norwich to Cambridge, and direct services to Oxford. It 
also calls for the line to allow for a direct freight link between Felixstowe and south 
west England. 
With the necessary support, the Eastern Section rail improvements could be in place 
during the early and mid-2020s – broadly the same period as the sections between 
Oxford and Cambridge are due to be delivered.” 
[https://www.eastwestrail.org.uk/eastern-section-prospectus/] 
 

Were an eastern section to be funded, it would have significant implications for traffic on 
the Oxford to Cambridge section, both passenger and freight. The complete absence of 
official information on this weakens the credibility of the current consultation, which the 
Association will of course address on its own terms while noting that another key part of its 
essential context - in addition to lack of prior consultation on the Oxford to Cambridge Arc - 
is missing. The “direct freight rail link” envisaged by the Consortium must not be allowed 
to pass through Cambridge via the southern approach. If a strategic freight route were 
envisaged through delivery of an eastern section, it would fundamentally affect the choice 
between a southern and northern approach to Cambridge for its central section. For these 
reasons, it is not good enough that this critical piece of the EWR jigsaw is missing.  
 
We ask through EWR Co that the Government fills this crucial information gap at the 
earliest opportunity, so that we no longer feel as though our community is being asked to 
buy something of a pig in a poke on a matter of great importance to us. 
 

Environment 

The fundamental importance of the environment was underlined in the original request 

from the Government to the National Infrastructure Commission which led to its 

subsequent recommendation of the Oxford – Cambridge Arc: 

“… the NIC was asked to consider how to maximise the potential of the Cambridge – 

Milton Keynes – Oxford corridor as a single, knowledge-intensive cluster that 

competes on a global stage, protecting the area’s high quality environment, and 

securing the homes and jobs the area needs…” (our emphasis) [Consultation 

Technical Report, page 26] 
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EWR’s remit from the Government also emphasizes the importance of the environment and 

sustainability: 

“5.30.1 EWR Co shall fully consider the importance of environmental sustainability in 

all its activities and decisions it makes including the consideration of the railway 

industry sustainability principles (Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB) “Rail 

Sustainable Development Principles”). 

5.30.2. EWR Co shall realise opportunities for environmental improvement, so that 

the scheme is constructed, operated and maintained in an environmentally 

responsible manner that minimises negative environmental impacts.”   

Among the many detailed provisions that follow is: 

“5.30.11 Landscape. EWR Co shall protect and enhance the quality of landscapes, 

townscapes and visual amenity.” (our emphasis) 

[Consultation Technical Report, Appendix B. Programme-Wide Output Specification, 

pages 25 & 26] 

This is further emphasized in the relevant provisions of the National Planning Policy 

Framework which “sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these 

should be applied”, and “is a material consideration in planning decisions”. [NPPF, 2019 

Revised]  

Yet assessment of the adverse environmental effects of EWR’s proposals and their potential 

mitigation is not prominent in the consultation documents. For example, we have not found 

assessments and mitigation proposals in relation to Hauxton Junction, Shepreth Branch 

Junction, four-track from Shepreth Branch Junction to Cambridge Station, the Long Road 

Bridge extension - which requires its demolition and rebuilding, and extensive re-routing of 

traffic - or of significantly increased freight traffic. This is surprising. While it is welcome that 

a Preliminary Environmental Information Report is to be presented at the statutory 

consultation stage, a full Environmental Impact Assessment will not be made until after that 

and the results presented in the Environmental Statement for submission to the Secretary 

of State as one of the documents supporting EWR’s Development Consent Order 

application. This would mean that the only opportunity to challenge the Impact Assessment 

would be during the objection period at a public inquiry. This is not satisfactory and we ask 

that environmental impact assessments of key aspects of the proposals and related 

mitigation measures are presented as part of the statutory consultation so that consultees 

can assess them fully and comment accordingly. [Consultation Technical Report, Next steps 

and ongoing work, pages 422-424] 

EWR’s impact on Trumpington would particularly affect the Hobson’s Brook and Vicar’s 

Brook Green Corridor into Cambridge, including Hobson’s Park, and the residential areas 

which have access to it.  As Covid has vividly underlined, this green space is vital in terms of 

residents’ mental and physical well-being and to the biodiversity of our area including 
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healthy development of its wildlife corridor. In terms of mitigation and essential net gain, 

the Association will be looking for mitigation of adverse impacts which directly replaces 

losses in the areas adversely affected - offset is not our preferred option as this removes the 

essential immediacy of benefit. We ask that EWR takes full account of this in its 

assessment of environmental impacts and their mitigation. (See further comment below 

on the Green Corridor and the wildlife corridor which runs through its centre - In the 

Shepreth Branch Junction to Cambridge Station section.) 

It is very surprising and disappointing that EWR proposes to use diesel powered trains and 

that the Department of Transport has specified this as a requirement: “The railway shall not 

at this point be electrified.” [Consultation Technical Report, Appendix B. Programme-Wide 

Output Specification, paragraph 5.19.1, page 22] This is in substantial conflict with the 

Government’s recent commitment to enshrine in law the duty to reduce the UK’s 

greenhouse gas emissions by 78 per cent by 2035, building on its existing commitment to 

achieve a reduction of 68 per cent by 2030. [https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-

enshrines-new-target-in-law-to-slash-emissions-by-78-by-2035] It also conflicts with EWR’s 

Government set remit which requires EWR to consider the Rail Safety & Standards Board’s 

“Rail Sustainability Development Principles”, which include: 

“Carbon smart - Achieve long-term reductions in carbon emissions through 
improved energy efficiency, new power sources and modal shift.” 
[https://www.rssb.co.uk/en/sustainability/rail-sustainable-development-
principleshttps://www.rssb.co.uk/en/sustainability/rail-sustainable-development-
principles] 
 

We ask EWR to urge the Department of Transport to change this aspect of EWR’s remit 

and provide the resources necessary either to electrify the line or operate with more 

environmentally friendly fuel. Hydrogen power, for example, is being tested and may be 

available for use within the next five years, though it has its own challenges in finding a 

source of hydrogen which does not use fossil fuel in its production. 

[https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200227-how-hydrogen-powered-trains-can-tackle-

climate-change] 

 

The Approach to Cambridge 

The Association is pleased to note that EWR has reassessed the option of a northern 

approach to Cambridge given the possibility now of a new station north rather than south of 

Cambourne, and the non-inclusion of a northern approach in the first public consultation. It 

is unfortunate that the assessment has not been made and presented in a directly 

comparative manner with a southern approach, recognizing that there are significant issues 

in both approaches. Instead, “The Approach to Cambridge” consultation document and the 

more detailed account in Appendix F of the Consultation Technical Report, address the 

northern approach in relative isolation. This, together with the “Furthermore” style of 

https://www.rssb.co.uk/sustainability/rail-sustainable-development-principles/carbon-smart
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argument adopted, gives the impression of seeking to justify a pre-determined position 

rather than assessing both approaches in an even-handed way.  

We do note, however, that the same assessment criteria are used as those which informed 

choice of the preferred southern route option. This being the case, it is difficult to 

understand why a comparative assessment of the two approaches is not presented in the 

consultation. This lack of transparency encourages scepticism rather than confidence. It 

encourages the impression that the most favourable account has been given of the 

southern approach and the least favourable of the northern approach. Therefore, we 

recommend that EWR publishes a full comparative assessment of the two approaches well 

before the statutory consultation stage. [Consultation Technical Report, Appendix F, 

Assessment of Route to Approach Cambridge Station from the North, paragraph 1.1.3, page 

44] 

Having considered both approaches in some depth, on the basis of the information EWR 

presents we accept that the obstacles to a northern approach are significantly greater 

than those in a southern approach. The list of main issues identified in engineering, 

operational, economic and environmental terms is formidable, as summarized in paragraphs 

1.1.4 to 1.1.13 on pages 44-46 of Appendix F to the Consultation Technical Report. As well 

as being more complex and expensive to consent, construct and operate, it would require: a 

substantial new prominent bridge structure across the newly upgraded “eight lane dual 

carriageway” of the A14, the crossing of significant stretches of floodplain, making the two-

track West Anglia Main Line into Cambridge four track, a new bridge across the River Cam, 

modification of Cambridge North Station, replacement and widening of road bridges 

carrying the A1303 Newmarket Road, Coldhams Lane and Mill Road, significantly more 

demolition of residential and commercial property, and “severely limiting the viability of an 

EWR extension eastwards to Norwich and Ipswich as time consuming reversing manoeuvres 

would then be required” through Cambridge Station, and Cambridge North station for 

Norwich services. [paragraph 2.3.6, page 55] We are also very concerned to note that 

“extensive additional infrastructure” would have to be provided at Cambridge South Station 

for EWR to connect directly with it, which would be entirely unacceptable to the Association 

given the risks to Hobson’s Park already presented by the construction and operation of that 

station. [Paragraph 2.3.2, page 54] 

In light of this conclusion, we now turn to EWR’s proposed southern approach. 

 

Connection of EWR to the West Anglia Main Line (WAML) 

The Association strongly supports the conclusion that EWR should not join WAML north of 

Shepreth Junction between the Junction and Addenbrooke’s Road Bridge for the compelling 

reasons stated in the Consultation Technical Report. [Paragraphs 10.3.3 & 10.3.4, page 375] 

The demolition of Shelford Rugby Club, Scotsdales and other properties and disruption of 

the scheduled monument opposite Nine Wells Local Nature Reserve would not be 
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acceptable. In addition, the elevated and lengthy bridge over WAML required now or in the 

future to enable future extension of EWR services east of Cambridge with the tracks not 

returning “… to ground level before Addenbrooke’s Road bridge and, more crucially, 

Cambridge South Station”, would have a devastating effect on this vital area of the Green 

Belt between Cambridge’s Southern Fringe, our neighbours in the village of Great Shelford 

and the Gog Magog Hills. This would be an intolerable intrusion. 

Connection to the WAML via the Shepreth Branch Royston (King’s Cross) (SBR) line also 

raises significant issues not least for Harston village, but they are lesser in scale. 

 

Harlton to Hauxton 

The reasons for EWR’s choice of a “grade separated” Hauxton Junction with the SBR line 

rather than an “at grade” option are understood. [Consultation Document, Section E, 

Harlton to Hauxton, page 35] Nevertheless, while our 13th April request for information on 

the bridge’s dimensions has not been met, clearly it would be a major intrusion on the 

countryside at this location, which warrants much stronger justification than EWR gives. We 

acknowledge that there would be significant temporary disruption while an at grade 

junction was constructed and the grade separated option has some advantages including 

impacting fewer properties. But the permanent legacy of grade separation would be a large 

highly visible bridge with elevated sections approaching it in a rural setting close to Harston, 

which is also to lose its direct connection with Newton. The Association is not persuaded 

that grade separation is the best option. 

The argument in favour of grade separation which may be more powerful with EWR than 

those given in the Consultation Document, is that the at grade option “… would restrict 

future new services from operating on the SBR line… (and thus) … would fail to meet the 

Project Objectives requiring appropriate provision for future growth….” [Consultation 

Technical Report, Project Section E: Harlton to Hauxton, paragraph 10.4.8, page 379] This is 

bound to be a powerful argument with EWR but does not persuade us that grade separation 

is justified. Other less environmentally harmful options should be explored in accordance 

with another part of EWR’s remit in which the Government states - “Landscape. EWR Co 

shall protect and enhance the quality of landscapes, townscapes and visual amenity” (our 

emphasis) [Consultation Technical Report, Appendix B. Programme-Wide Output 

Specification, pages 25 & 26] For example, an offline construction at grade junction could be 

explored with the possibility in the future of a third track within the existing railway 

curtilage to meet future SBR demand. No doubt EWR’s and Network Rail’s engineers can 

improve on this and present options meeting our intention at the statutory consultation 

stage; EWR is asked to do so.   

The implications of EWR’s proposals for the heavily trafficked A10 through Harston are 

unclear as little information is given in the consultation documents apart from: 
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“Potential severance of the existing connection between Harston and Newton … will 

need to consider: … 

o Diverting road traffic along the B1368 to the A10 

o Re-purposing the existing … railway corridor as a new road and pedestrian/ 

cycleway connecting the B1368 with Station Road 

o Providing a new road connecting Newton Road to the A10 at a new junction 

along Royston Road” 

[Consultation Document, Section E, Harlton to Hauxton, page 35] 

While these proposals may not increase the total volume of traffic, given the A10’s 

importance strategically and for our near neighbours in Harston, their effect on its 

operation should be assessed carefully in the context of nearby developments also 

affecting the A10 such as the proposed Cambridge South West Travel Hub adjacent to 

Hauxton and the M11.  

 

The Shelfords to Cambridge 

Shepreth Branch Junction: 
 
The Association prefers an “at grade” junction to a “grade separated” junction. This is a 
sensitive location close to housing in Great Shelford, in the Green Belt within sight of the 
Gog Magog Hills and much used by walkers and cyclists. EWR has not made a case 
preferring an intrusive bridge structure with a larger footprint to take the EWR/SBR lines 
across the WAML. We much prefer the less disruptive option. 
 
We asked in April for information on the dimensions of the grade separated bridge 
structure which has not been provided. Presumably, it would be a substantial structure to 
carry not only a considerable volume of passenger trains but also freight, which, as already 
pointed out, has to be able to “carry full size shipping containers on standard height railway 
wagons, and with a length of up to 775m…” [Consultation Technical Report, paragraph 
3.10.6, page 37] In addition to great visual intrusion, this would require a significant length 
of elevated track on both sides of the railway to ensure the gradient necessary for safe 
operation of heavy freight trains crossing the bridge. This would be objectionable. 
 
We note from the Consultation Technical Report that at Cambridge Station the “at grade” 
option would lead to EWR/GTR (Govia Thameslink Railway) trains “using platforms on the 
west side of the station” whereas the grade separated option “would mean using platforms 
on the east side”. [Project Section F, paragraph 11.6.4, page 413] It is not made clear if this 
would produce an issue were EWR’s eastern section to be funded - but there is as yet no 
government commitment to fund an eastern section. We also note that in the event this 
changed, EWR does not state that it would be insuperable operationally, as it would be 
obliged to do by its remit from government that “As part of the scheme EWR Co will ensure 
that decisions made will not preclude a future eastern section passenger service.” 
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[Consultation Technical Report Appendix B, Programme-Wide Output Specification, 
paragraph 3.1.3, page 13] 
 
Care will need to be taken to avoid detriment to the Green Belt land and Hobson’s Brook 
on the western side of the Junction which might arise from an at grade separated junction. 
This is not addressed in the consultation documents and we ask for information and 
reassurance on this important point. 

 
 

Shepreth Branch Junction to Cambridge Station - Extension to four-track: 
 
We accept that it will be necessary for the existing two-track WAML to become four-track 
from Shepreth Branch Junction to accommodate EWR as present capacity will be insufficient 
to meet the greater demand.  
 
It is assumed that one each of the new tracks will be built on the western and eastern 

sides of the WAML as planned at Cambridge South Station. With EWR and GTR using the 

two western tracks if Shepreth Branch Junction is “at grade”, and using the two eastern 

most tracks if the junction is “grade separated”. This is consistent with the statement in the 

Consultation Technical Report that “EWR services would call into different platforms (at 

Cambridge Station) depending on whether the EWR and GTR tracks are on the west side of 

the four tracking… (i.e., if the new Shepreth Branch Junction is at grade) “…or on the east 

side” (if SB Junction is grade separated). [Project Section F: The Shelfords to Cambridge 

Station, paragraph 11.9.4, page 420]  

We asked EWR for confirmation of this assumption in our letter of 13 April but there has not 

been an acknowledgement or reply. If the assumption is not correct, we would object 

strongly to both the at grade and grade separated options as they would damage 

unacceptably either Nine Wells Local Nature Reserve and its environs (and the Cambridge 

South East Transport Scheme) or other parts of the Green Corridor into Cambridge including 

Hobson’s Park. This would be in fundamental conflict with the Greater Cambridge Local Plan 

and EWR’s own remit set by government. [Consultation Technical Report, Appendix B. 

Programme-Wide Output Specification, section 5.30, Environment and sustainability, pages 

25 & 26] 

On this assumption our comments are as follows.  

EWR does not state that the extension to four-track will be accommodated wholly within 
existing WAML land from Shepreth Branch Junction to Cambridge Station, as we believe it 
should be (excluding the land committed by Network Rail to Cambridge South Station). We 
ask for EWR Co’s assurance that this will be the case, and in doing so note that this would 
be consistent with the commitment made on the fourth track to be added to the current 3-
track railway “Just north of the A1134 … (where) … it is highly likely that this new fourth 
track would be able to be built entirely within existing Network Rail boundaries….” 
[Consultation Technical Report – Project Section F, paragraph 11.8.3, page 418] If this is not 
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the case and there will be intrusions beyond the railway land, we ask for early consultation 
on the specifics with affected community interests including the Association.  
 
In this regard there is a particular concern about the impact at Addenbrooke’s Road bridge 
where the new four-track would join the four-track to be constructed for Cambridge South 
Station. The land under the bridge outside the railway boundary on the western side of 
WAML is the link between the two parts of Hobson’s Park south and north of that bridge. It 
is vital that this link is maintained and improved for park users – and for the amenity of 
neighbouring residents. The part of the Park south of the bridge is already under threat 
from Network Rail’s determination to proceed with the location of the new station’s power 
supply point and maintenance depot in an intrusive position therein rather than the less 
intrusive alternatives we have proposed. It is important that further detriment is avoided. 
 
We note that while Nine Wells Local Nature Reserve and its connection to Hobson’s Brook 
are quite rightly cited as necessary considerations “At the next stage of design” 
[Consultation Document, The Shelfords to Cambridge, page 39], this consideration is not 
extended to Hobson’s Park and its wildlife reserve, or to the strategically important Green 
Corridor into Cambridge of which these areas form part. All of the Green Corridor affected 
by EWR’s southern approach to Cambridge including Hobson’s Park as well as Nine Wells 
Local Nature Reserve and Hobson’s Brook should be a key consideration at the next stage 
of design and the Association asks that this is taken on board by EWR.  
 
The green corridors are part of the policies supporting the Greater Cambridge Local Plan. 
They include “The Vicar’s Brook and Hobson’s Brook corridor extending from the Nine 
Wells area to the south of the City, north through Empty Common to the River Cam”, 
connecting with “The green space that sweeps in along the corridor of the Cam from the 
south-west… consist(ing) of a string of major open spaces, mostly Commons, encircling the 
City centre which relate and give a setting to the historic City core”. “The Hobson’s Brook 
wildlife corridor and Character Area” runs “through the centre” of this green corridor which 
since the relevant policy was adopted in 2003 has been significantly enhanced by the Clay 
Farm green corridor created from farmland as a key part of the Cambridge Southern Fringe 
developments. [Cambridge Landscape Character Assessment, April 2003, adopted in January 
2003 as a material planning consideration; pages 10-11 & 41-43] 
 
We are encouraged to note that “Co-ordination meetings (between EWR and the Greater 
Cambridge Partnership’s Cambridge South East Transport team responsible for delivery of 
the new public transport route between the Cambridge Biomedical Campus and a travel hub 
near the A11 connecting to the existing guided busway) have been taking place and will 
continue…including the possible ability to transfer between EWR and CSET services at 
Cambridge South Station.” The Association takes a close interest in and supports the 
development of the new station on the strict understanding that its primary and original 
purpose is to serve the needs of the Cambridge Biomedical Campus. We strongly oppose 
any attempt to change the nature of the station away from that purpose towards a 
suburban station serving southern Cambridge and its hinterland. This opposition would 
extend to EWR services where the main interchange facilities with WAML services should 
be at Cambridge Station not Cambridge South. We see the logic of EWR using Cambridge 
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South Station for its primary purpose of serving the Biomedical Campus, which we 
understand to be what EWR means in its reference to transfer between CSET and EWR 
services. We ask for confirmation of this. [Consultation Technical Report, 11. Project Section 
F, paragraph 11.7.8, page 416] 
 
EWR states that “The DNA Path… may have to be moved from its current location, but the 
(Addenbrooke’s to Great Shelford cycleway) link would be maintained.” The co-ordination 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph will have identified that this cycleway including the 
DNA Path is directly affected by the “Active Travel Path” which is integral to the CSET 
project and will be taken forward as part of the Sawston Greenway project. Association 
members and other residents have a strong attachment to the DNA Path with its significant 
local connections in Cambridge University and the Biomedical Campus. For this reason, we 
have suggested to the Greater Cambridge Partnership that design of the 
replacement/refurbished path should be the subject of consultation with relevant bodies 
including Great Shelford Parish Council, Sustrans (NCN 11) and the MRC Laboratory of 
Molecular Biology which is located on the Biomedical Campus’s Francis Crick Avenue, as well 
as our members. We are pleased that the suggestion has been accepted. 
 
The consultation document does not address the wider transport network effects of the 
increased passenger and freight train demand four-track working is meant to meet. Road 
traffic waiting times at level crossings may increase significantly at Foxton, Little Shelford, 
Granham’s Road and Great Shelford Station where waits are already substantial. For 
example, at Foxton “between 6 and 9 barrier downtimes occur per hour”. [Foxton Travel 
Hub Outline Business Case, Greater Cambridge Partnership, May 2020, page 2] And, 
according to residents’ accounts, at Great Shelford Station, the level crossing may already 
be closed for up to 20 minutes in every hour, with queued traffic on the Shelford side 
sometimes back as far as the Woollards Lane traffic lights on the A1301. Additional 
passenger and lengthy, slow moving freight trains are likely to add to this down time and 
road congestion unless mitigating action is taken. Assessment of these effects and 
measures to minimize them should be included in the development work at the next stage.   
 

Long Road (A1134) Bridge 
 

Reluctantly, we accept that Long Road bridge “would require demolition and rebuild” to 
extend its length to accommodate four tracks as against its two-track span now. We say 
reluctantly being aware of the great disruption it would cause, Long Road being an 
important west-east artery serving Addenbrooke’s Hospital among Cambridge’s wider 
transport needs. “The impact of temporary traffic diversions … required during the 
construction works…” which EWR “would need to consider… at the next stage of design” is 
considerable and will require careful planning. There is also risk of disruption to the 
adjacent guided busway which is a vital transport link not only for bus passengers but also 
for the many cyclists and pedestrians who use its integral shared path to access, for example 
Trumpington Park & Ride, the Cambridge Biomedical Campus, Cambridge Station and the 
centre of the city. Care should be taken to avoid or minimize this. [Consultation Document, 
The Shelfords to Cambridge, Section F, pages 40&41] 
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Hills Road Bridge 
 

It is a relief that because it “currently accommodates four electrified tracks”, EWR does not 
anticipate at this stage that “any works will be necessary to the Hills Road bridge over the 
railway”. We note, however, that this is EWR’s “current assessment” and is subject to 
confirmation “…when the design is produced in the next phase of developing the Project.” 
EWR need to be aware that should the next stage identify alteration to be necessary, there 
are likely to be major implications. All reasonable steps should be taken to avoid alteration 
of this bridge. [Consultation Document, The Shelfords to Cambridge, Section F, page 40; and 
Consultation Technical Report, paragraph 11.8.5, page 418] 
 

Cambridge Station 
 
The consultation document emphasizes that “Cambridge is an important national station” 
with 10.95 million journeys starting or finishing there in 2018/19, and that additional 
platform space “will be required” to accommodate EWR services. No comment is made on 
the impact of EWR’s additional demands on the station’s heavily used common facilities on 
which passengers rely including many Trumpington residents. While passenger traffic has 
reduced due to Covid-19, the current level of reduction is unlikely to be permanent, and it 
will be helpful if the next stage of consultation includes an assessment of this aspect of 
station capacity. [Consultation Document Section F, page 40] 
 
 
David Plank 
 
For Trumpington Residents’ Association 
19 May 2021 
 

 

  

 

 

 


